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Amadeus business overview

3.1 Distribution
Business overview
Within the travel and tourism industry,
GDS platforms connect a large number
of travel providers with a large number
of travel agencies, through which
corporations and end consumers can buy
travel. As such, Amadeus creates value
in the travel distribution chain for both
travel providers and travel agencies:
>A
 madeus creates value for travel
providers by extending their sales
distribution reach to countries and
market segments they would not
be able to sell to through other
distribution channels.
>A
 t the same time, Amadeus creates
value for travel agencies by aggregating
inventory from multiple travel suppliers
into an integrated display and by
offering enhanced functionalities,
such as advanced search and booking
engines, to enable them to efficiently
access this wide inventory and sell
a wide variety of choices, prices and
itineraries to their customers.
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We operate primarily on a fee-pertransaction basis, collecting a booking fee
from the relevant travel provider for travel
bookings processed through our platform.
Although such bookings are initiated and
completed through travel agencies, the
fee is paid by the travel provider.
Amadeus is the largest GDS provider
serving the worldwide travel and tourism
industry, with an estimated market share
of 37.7% in 20112. Amadeus holds the
number one position in travel distribution
in Western Europe and Central, Eastern
and Southern Europe (CESE), as well as in
faster growing emerging regions such as
the Middle East and Africa and the AsiaPacific region.
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We operate within a two-sided business
model where (i) success in attracting and
retaining travel agency customers and
(ii) breadth of travel provider offering
can create a virtuous cycle: the more
comprehensive our content, the more
attractive we are to travel agencies and
the more travel agency subscribers we
have, the more attractive we are to travel
providers in offering them enhanced
global reach.
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Based on air travel agency bookings processed by the international GDS providers according to our own estimates.
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